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Abstract — Stream data mining has drawn people’s attention for the last decade. Dif-
ferent algorithms have been proposed and applied in different areas. Most of the stream
data mining algorithms are use a sliding window to cache the stream during mining.
Most research have been focused on statically or dynamically generate the sliding win-
dow, yet the proper selection of the transaction length have not been addressed. Trans-
action length decides the length the pattern found in a stream and affect the mining
processing time as well. This paper proposed a distance method to evaluate the proper
transaction length value in mining process. Experiment demonstrated that this method
could successfully find the pattern length in emulated telecommunication stream data.
By using this method in data pre-processing, it could find a suitable transaction length
value for the mining process which could make mining more efficient therefore improve
the performance.
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I INTRODUCTION

Data stream mining is becoming more and more
common these days as data mining technology is
deeply used in various industries. Web analysis,
fraud detection, network traffic analysis and other
applications require a dynamic processing ability
which makes stream mining so important. Find-
ing patterns from data is not the only target any
more, how to finding patterns in limited time has
becoming the most difficult problem.
What makes stream different from traditional
dataset is that it is unrealistic to keep all the data
in the memory or even storage. Traditional data
mining algorithm like Apriori or PrifixSpan always
need to load the whole dataset into memory, and
count frequency from the snapshot of the dataset.
In the situation that data elements arrival online[1]
and data stream are potentially unbound in size[2],
the mining process will never has control to the

whole dataset[3].
To deal with these attributes of stream, differ-
ent approach have been proposed including sam-
pling of data, histogram and wavelet transform[4].
The most common stream mining algorithm is a
sliding window approach[5, 6], and using a tree
structure to represent the item[7]. A sliding win-
dow method could take a snapshot of the stream
and using mining process in memory[8, 9, 10].
The dynamic adjustment of window has also been
proposed[11, 12, 13] for a more efficient use of
memory.
Recently, integrate stream mining algorithm with
different applications are become common, such as
Twitter analysis[14], web access analysis[15], and
even stock market analysis[16]. Though few pa-
per proposed a parameter free[17, 18] or context
aware[19, 20] approach to improve stream min-
ing process, the transaction length setting problem



still have not been addressed.
In this paper, we first show how important transac-
tion length affects the result and the mining time of
stream mining process in section II. Further more,
we propose a distance measurement method to pre-
dict the most suitable transaction length setting
for the mining process, and show how this dis-
tance measurement method works with emulated
telecommunication data in section III.

II IMPACT OF TRANSACTION

LENGTH

Transaction is the basic processing unit in data
mining algorithm. The length of transaction indi-
cates how many items contained in each transac-
tion. In traditional dataset, transaction length is
often defined by the inner attributes of each item
inside a transaction, that is to say, all the items in
a transaction definitely share the same attribute.
For example, in traditional retail market mining,
the transaction is defined by costumer shopping
recodes.
In stream data mining however, the transaction
boundary does not come alone with the dataset.
This is because the items come in a stream do
not contains extra attribute for classification, and
mining process do not have time to inspect the at-
tributes as well. The most common processing unit
algorithms focus on deciding the most appropriate
sliding window size instead, with fixed or flexible
window size[21].
To show that transaction length is also important
to mining process, we focus on the follow three as-
pects to evaluate how transaction length affect the
mining result and the length of time taken to get
the mining result.

a) Transaction length and patterns

It is obvious that the longer patterns can be found
in a transaction with more items contained in it.
When more items are contained in a transaction,
more kinds of combination of itemsets could be
formed. With same window size, a longer transac-
tion length will always have the possibility to find
more candidates. For the algorithm like PrefixS-
pan which uses a projection method to reduce the
search space, a large transaction could lead to a
larger projected dataset which eventually will get
longer patterns.
An example datasets are defined to illustrate the
impact of transaction length on the mining re-
sult.The pattern in the dataset is of length 7. By
running PrefixSpan with an increasing transaction
length, we can see that the number of meaningful
patterns found always come to peak when transac-
tion length equals to the pattern length or integer
multiples the pattern length, as shown in figure 1.
The same trend can be observed from the ratio of

meaningful pattern to the number of whole result
set, as shown in figure2.

Fig. 1: The number of patterns found in dataset (pattern
length 7).

Fig. 2: The ratio of meaningful patterns found in dataset.

b) Transaction length and processing time

However, with the benefit of finding more patterns
and longer patterns, the larger transaction have
to pay for it with longer mining time. Using the
PrefixSpan algorithm for example, the projected
database contains more dataset which means more
rounds of mining are needed. Each mining round
is a recursion of finding frequent items and pro-
jected dataset. So it is easy to understand that
a larger transaction will cost PrefixSpan longer to
finish.
As stream mining algorithms have a requirements
of processing time[13], we also need to discover
how transaction length affects the processing time.
To illustrate the relationship between transaction
length and processing time, we compare the pro-
cessing time from transaction length of 6 to 15 as
shown in figure 3. The processing time increasing
exponentially with increase transaction length.
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Fig. 3: The processing time of example dataset.

III DISTANCE APPROACH

For a mining algorithm to find patterns in a
dataset, the frequency of items or itemsets are
counted. An itemset must appear repeatedly in
the stream to be regarded as a pattern. That is
to say, as long as we understand how the itemsets
repeat in the dataset, we can vaguely predict how
patterns will appear.
Statistically, the distribution of items in dataset
could indicate some features about the data. But
the distribution of items could only shows how
each item behaviours in dataset instead of correla-
tion ration between each items. Usually, distance
is used to measure how items are connected with
each other[22].
The concept of distance here is the number of items
between the two appearance of the same item.

distance = Positiona2 − Positiona1 (1)

By measuring the appearance distance of the item,
the value will show how intensively the item ap-
pears in the dataset. More importantly, we found
that if the items belongs to a pattern, then the
mean distance value (formula 2) tends to be the
same. That gives us an hint that by cluster the
mean distance of each items, we can get the mem-
bers which belongs to a pattern.

mean distance =

∑
distancea

total number of item a
(2)

To verify this finding, we take different group
of experiments to show how exactly the patterns
match the distance attribute. The dataset is gen-
erated by OpenMSC[23], an open source mscgen-
based(Message Sequence Charts) mobile network
trace file generator. After defining a telecommu-
nication protocol in msc file, this generator can
emulate the communication process, and output
event streams represented by integers. The use-
case defined in this experiment is a 7-step commu-
nication process between UE(user equipment) and

BS(base station). Each BS could handle multiple
UEs, so there areNumberofUE×NumberofBS×
StepofProcess patterns in total.

a) Distribution functions

The OpenMSC provides different distributions to
select. The distributions are used to determine
the UE starting times as well as for the latencies
between each communication descriptor. As pos-
sibility distributions are introduced into the data
generate process, the distance between each indi-
vidual items are not fixed any more. And position
of patterns is formed randomly as well, which is
more close to real world scenarios.
The first distribution tested is exponential, the re-
sults show that different items have different mean
distance value, but items belonging to same pat-
tern trend to have very close distance values, shows
in figure 4. Each short line consists of seven item
points which in the same level. That means by
clustering these mean distance values, we can find
the number of items in a pattern which is seven
in this case. Using Gaussian and Uniform distri-
bution funcations, the same trnd is found as illus-
trated in figure 5 and figure 6.
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Fig. 4: The mean distance of items with exponential
distribution.
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Fig. 5: The mean distance of items with gaussian
distribution.
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Fig. 6: The mean distance of items with uniform
distribution.

Simulation results obtained using the three differ-
ent distribution funcations all procide rough indi-
cations on how manr patterns in a dataset, and
how mant items in these patterns. While data
mining algorithms need to find the exact patterns,
the distance information indicates the minimum
transaction length required, which is very useful
in deciding the sliding windows during the data
mining process.

b) Noise detach

To push this method further, we want to find out
how this method perform when dealing with a
more complex situation, in which a trace file con-
tains not only patterns, but also noise. The noise
is items irrelevant to patterns and only waste re-
source in data mining process. It is a great help
if noise can be removed before mining. So another
experiment is taking to test how this method de-
tects the noise from dataset.
The result in figure 7 shows the noise do not have
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Fig. 7: The mean distance of items and noise.

the same curve as patterns do. As items in pat-
terns trend to appear more regular and more fre-
quent, so it is clear to distinguish infrequent noise
from frequent pattern. For those noise which ap-
pear as frequent as patterns, can be classified into

meaningless items, and no way to distinguish them
statistically.

IV CONCLUSION

Stream mining algorithms are widely used in dif-
ferent areas. However, with the improvement of
algorithm processing time, few research have been
put on the parameters setting of mining process.
In this paper, we discussed one of the most im-
portant parameter in stream data mining process:
transaction length. By showing how transaction
length affect the result and mining process of a
emulated telecommunication network trace file, we
can clearly see the influence of transaction length
on pattern length and processing time. Further
more, we propose a distant measurement method
to predict the most suitable transaction length set-
ting for mining process. By using this method as a
pre-processing step of mining process, we can sepa-
rate noise from data, and give a suitable parameter
setting for the mining process, which will increase
the meaningful patterns and reduce mining time.
As the concept of this method is based on locat-
ing frequently appeared itemsets, the drawback is
that the method could no longer useful to find
the distance attribute when frequent random noise
and burst data stream interfered into the pattern.
When variable length random noise are mixed into
the patterns, there is no way this method can
still put correlated itemsets together. Though
stream with different distribution have been tested
through this method, we still could not count on
the stream in real world will exhibit the same over-
all distribution.
In the future, we hope to deploy this method on
different applications to deal with different stream.
Though this is a generic approach to infer the pa-
rameter setting, different stream with different fea-
ture will somehow have specific requirements on
the parameter. Besides, we have not tested how
could this method handle large transaction length
as we are restricted to the telecommunication data
generator and the computing ability of PrefixSpan
algorithm.
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